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I. DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE 

A survey of American, with a focus on the intellectual buildup in Europe leading to the founding.  

Detailed analysis of the founding documents, character studies of a selection of the founding 

fathers moving through a survey up the present time.  The course will focus heavily on the 20th 

century and the consequences of ideas. The  course will purpose to draw a sharp contrast 

between conservatism and progressivism as characterized in the present political situation 

 

II. PURPOSE STATEMENT (OR ROLE OF THE CLASS IN PROGRAM OF STUDY) 

The course will fulfill a full credit for a typical high school transcript. 

 

III. OBJECTIVES 

After completing the course, the student should be able to: 

1. demonstrate their acquaintance with the written material in American History 

by the successful completion of assigned readings. 

2. demonstrate how particular ideas about philosophy are brought to bear on particular 

systems of Government as the affected US citizen in American history. 

3. Evaluate historical criticisms of the American purpose fairly and accurately. 

4. develop an ability to intelligently discuss current events by using historical reflection 

 

IV. REQUIRED RESOURCES FOR THE COURSE 

1. Internet Access 

2. Bibliography for the Course: 

a. Western Heritage Reader-Hillsdale College Faculty 

b. Constitution Reader-Hillsdale College Faculty 

c. Paul Johnson-A History of the People of the United States 

d. Numerous Articles & Essays from the Heritage Foundation  

e. The Federalist Papers 

f. Sections from key biographies in US History 

 

V. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE COURSE 

1. Readings & Class Participation 

Each student will be required to do all assigned readings. These readings 

include any required texts and all handouts.  You will be required to sign a written statement 

stating your level of completeness as the end of the semester.  In addition, class participation is 

also essential as we will develop and discuss ideas in open forum on a regular basis. 

2. Paper  

Each student will be required to write a research paper on a relevant topic which must be pre-

approved by the instructor.  This paper will be 6-8 pages in length with full citations. (More to 

come on this assignment) 

3. Tests 

Each student will be required to successfully pass both a mid-term and final exam.  A study 

guide will be given by the instructor.   

4. Quizzes 



Each student will be required to successfully pass various quizzes throughout the term.  The 

quizzes will be pre-announced.  (not pop quizzes) 

5.  Other Assignments 

The student will be required to do assignments from time to time such as write an essay on a 

reading as assigned by the teacher, complete a list of vocabulary words, provide a brief 

biographical sketch of an important historical figure (for example, Thomas Jefferson) and other 

short essays. 

 

 

 

VI. GRADING 

 

Grade Percentages 

Readings& Participation 25% 

Paper: 20% 

Tests 30% 

Quizzes & Other Assignments 25% 

Extra Credit-5% 

 

 

VII. COURSE OUTLINE 

 

I. SECTION 1, Part 1- 7 

Foundations 

● Worldview and the consequences of the Enlightenment and Christianity 

● American Founding up to 1776 

● Key Ideas 

 

II. SECTION 2, Part 8-15 

The American Revolution and the young Nation 

● How the US gained Independence, and how they kept it 

● The transfer of power, peaceful and enduring, a hallmark of America. 

● History of Freedom, and economic and technological miracle 

● Moves to Progressivism, away from individualism 

 

 

III. SECTION 3, Part 16-24 

Great Tests of America 

● The Civil War 

● WW1 

● WW2 

● Korea/Vietnam-The Cold War…. (thank God we fought!) 

● Focus on authoritarianism 

 

IV. SECTION 4, Part 17-31 

Can Liberty Survive 

● The Academic Assault 

● The woeful record of “progressivism” 

● Current events and the individual citizen 



● A call to arms in the battle for America’s survival as originally constructed 

 

 


